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Higher education is America's number one asset.

This is an uncertain world. International trade, rapid communications, and advancing technologies are changing all the rules. Our nation's population is growing older and more diverse, and more of us depend on proportionately fewer workers. The greater the uncertainty about the world and what America may become, the more certain we are of higher education's role in our future prosperity. In these times, the nation whose citizens have the highest levels of education will fare best.

No one knows where the dramatic changes are leading. When the greatest uncertainty was national security in a nuclear era, America built a preeminent military force. In the midst of today's economic, social, and political uncertainties, America's best protection is a well-educated citizenry. We know of the problems in our colleges and universities. But we also know of their strengths. No higher education system in the world does a better job than America's colleges and universities.

If America's colleges and universities are world class and are among our most prized assets, what is the problem? There are two. First, state and national leaders do not sufficiently recognize the value of higher education in an uncertain world. Their budget decisions are proof that higher education's priority is slipping. Second, colleges and universities do not sufficiently recognize the need to make changes that will keep higher education the number one asset of this nation of free men and women. In a changing nation and world, higher education is changing too slowly.
We want to restate the case for higher education.

We want to make clear the connection between investment and return, between higher education and economic growth, between higher education and social progress, between higher education and a responsible citizenry, between higher education and the future. These connections must be clearly described and understood, for they are important to everyone—those who attend college and those who do not. We want to persuade citizens, their elected representatives, educators, and, indeed, all who have a stake in our region’s well-being, that higher education is essential and that it is at risk.

We want to stress the value of higher education in a time of change.

Time and distance no longer isolate—or insulate—Americans from our global neighbors. In today’s world, the sun never sets on the international stock market. Business travelers can strike agreements in San Francisco one day and Singapore the next. Billions of dollars can be transferred from Zurich to Tokyo in a fraction of a second.

We live in a new America. Once powerful mega-corporations are now “downsizing” and restructuring in search of the flexibility and responsiveness they need to compete with rising economic powers elsewhere in the world.

Americans are worried about the future. They are left confused and uneasy by the upheavals and aftershocks of an economy going through a fundamental transformation. Blue-chip companies falter. Almost daily, newspaper headlines announce job cutbacks in large corporations. Other jobs may be created in new, smaller businesses—but the public senses less job security. All the while, advancing technology relentlessly quickens our pace.

America’s structural metamorphosis is not limited to the economy. The information revolution is shaking our society and its basic values to the core. Most Americans are old enough to remember a time when the media served as a powerful tool to communicate shared values and expectations—from Franklin Roosevelt’s fireside chats to John Kennedy’s dramatic description of America’s destiny in a global New Frontier. Today, instead of three television networks, cable television offers 50 channels, and soon there may be 500.
All of this information and all of these choices mean that it can be even more difficult to have shared national experiences and to get important messages out to all of us. As information multiplies at a baffling, geometric rate, higher education can help us separate knowledge from information. Higher education can help us understand what is important.

Higher education's role as a transmitter of civilization's values must not be underestimated. If not colleges and universities, who will acquaint each generation "with the best that has been known and said in the world, and thus with the history of the human spirit?" Higher education is part of the glue that binds the fabric of society. If we weaken higher education, we weaken that bond.

We want to underscore higher education's need to change.

We read and hear of the value that the public assigns to higher education at the same time that we read and hear of frustration that, in today's world, higher education is changing too slowly to respond to those it serves.

American colleges and universities do make important changes. In the last three decades, American higher education dealt with unprecedented growth in enrollments, established first-class research programs, and created a vast network of community colleges—a distinctly American innovation. But we are concerned that the present pace and scope of change in higher education are not what the new circumstances demand.

Our colleges and universities can improve in a number of ways. They have to improve in order to keep our states and the nation economically competitive. Economic growth will occur in those societies that are in the forefront of knowledge, discovery, and skills development.

Our colleges and universities must change in order to teach more complex subjects to ever-increasing numbers of students. Each year, more students come to campus after being out of high school for years; more come from diverse backgrounds. More are employed; more have families; more attend college part-time. They are seeking their place in a world that has an unlimited appetite for skills and knowledge. Although we have the world's best system of higher education, this does not mean that all who enter—or graduate—have been well-served.
We recognize what is right about higher education in America: its accessibility; its commitment to the democratic ideal of an informed citizenry; its crucial research contributions to agriculture, health care, commerce and industry, and other parts of our society.

We do not seek your attention and your action because American higher education is second-rate. It isn’t. The superior quality of our public and independent colleges and universities is recognized by the American public and by the millions of students who have come from around the world to attend them.

Our higher education institutions are fundamentally strong and, therefore, capable of constructive change. But we are worried that these institutions are not getting the support—nor making the changes—they need.
**DOES HIGHER EDUCATION HAVE SPECIAL VALUE TO OUR STATES?**

Thirty years ago, the SREB Commission on Goals for Higher Education made a powerful case for higher education’s role in developing the region in its influential report, *Within Our Reach*. It began:

Within reach of the people of the South lie opportunities that stir the imagination. Economically, this region can be one of the most productive areas on earth. Culturally, its writers, painters, and musicians can bring new glory to American literature, art, and music. Intellectually, its colleges and universities can increasingly become pre-eminent centers of learning and leadership.

These things are possible. These states have the natural resources and the human resources to attain them. The catalyst needed to produce the transformation is higher education of the finest quality.

The commissioners—including *Atlanta Journal* editor Ralph McGill, a tireless champion of Southern progress—urged government and business leaders to recognize higher education’s catalytic potential in the economic and social development of the region. Their bold call to action still rings true today: “Our goals demand a partnership of higher education, business, industry, and government to promote the growth of professional and technical manpower, to provide the research necessary for full development of resources, and to speed the economic progress of the region.”

The possibilities described in 1961 required some imagination. Regional higher education “of the finest quality” was then limited to about a dozen or so well-established independent colleges and universities and a handful of flagship state universities.

Three decades later, the Commission’s vision of a dynamic South is not only within our reach, but within our grasp. A succession of state leaders who shared the Commission’s belief in the value of higher education have supported major investments in higher education in every SREB state. Ralph McGill and his colleagues would be impressed, if not satisfied, with the region’s progress.

*IN THE SREB REGION—*

Per capita personal income has grown from 79 percent to 90 percent of the national average since 1961, and the unemployment rate is below the nation’s.
**Monthly Earnings by Level of Education, 1990**

**In the SREB region**
The share of our citizens who have four or more years of college has grown dramatically, from about 7 percent in 1960 to nearly 20 percent today.

**In the SREB region**
For every African American student who attended college in 1960, seven are now enrolled.

**In the SREB region**
 Colleges enroll nearly one-third of the students who attend college in the U.S.—up from one-fourth in 1960.

**In the SREB region**
The share of federal research dollars grew from about 18 percent in 1966 to nearly 27 percent in 1990.

**In the SREB region**
There were only 91 physicians for every 100,000 residents in 1960. That ratio has doubled and is nearer the national average.

**In the SREB region**
More than 23 million new jobs were created over the last three decades, a rate of job growth that exceeded the national growth in every major job category. The expansion of manufacturing alone added 2.3 million jobs, while manufacturing jobs declined elsewhere in the nation.

**But even with this progress**

- Personal income remains below the national average.
- Infant mortality rates and the numbers of children living in poverty are the highest of any region.
- The college-going rate is the lowest in the nation.
- Too few minorities earn college degrees.
- Up to one-third of college freshmen need some remedial education.
There are many ways to examine the value of higher education, including one of the most basic measures—economics. The monthly earnings of today’s community college graduate are one-and-one-half times that of a high school graduate. And a four-year college graduate earns twice as much.

_The Economic Value of Higher Education_ estimates an individual’s lifetime rate of return on an investment in an undergraduate degree at 12 to 13 percent per year. The public’s rate of return is similar. Higher education accounts directly for about five percent of the annual growth in national income. Another 20 to 40 percent of national income growth comes from improvements in knowledge and its application. Here, higher education can claim a large share.

Kenneth Ashworth, Commissioner of Higher Education in Texas, has written that “most of the engines that drive the American economy had their origins in universities. The hybrid plants that sparked the agricultural revolution, the computers that do the work of the information processing industry, the genetic engineering that made the U.S. the world leader in biotechnology, the innovative materials on which the world’s foremost aerospace industry depends are all the products of a society that had the foresight to link education and research.”

When the National Science Foundation recently chose to move the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory to Florida from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where it had been for 30 years, the national media took note of the South’s expanding group of first-rate research universities. Today, industry recruiters in most SREB states actively promote easy access to high-quality research facilities at several public and independent universities. National and international companies looking to develop new high-technology facilities pay increasing attention to workforce training and quality of life—and here, too, our well-developed systems of two- and four-year institutions keep us in the competition.

These systems of colleges and universities extend beyond public institutions. More than one of every five students in the region attends an independent college or university. These institutions add diversity and strength to higher education, and some of them rank among the most prestigious in the nation. Among these independent institutions are included most of America’s historically black colleges. They, as well as their public counterparts, are a rich source of state and national leaders and a major asset to the South. Collectively, independent colleges and universities provide instructional, research, and service programs valued in the billions of dollars. As SREB states look to the future,
they should maximize the roles of these independent institutions in expanding access to higher education and improving quality of life.

Some of higher education’s value is more intangible and difficult to quantify, but no less real. We often speak of a skilled workforce; we must also be concerned about a skilled citizenry. Thomas Jefferson, one of a group of commissioners who met at the Rockfish Gap Tavern in 1818 to prepare a report on the establishment of the University of Virginia, asserted his ideas about the value of “the higher branches of education”:

To form the statesmen, legislators and judges, on whom public prosperity and individual happiness are so much to depend; to expound the principles and structure of government...to develop the reasoning faculties of our youth, enlarge their minds, cultivate their morals, and instill into them the precepts of virtue and order; to enlighten them with mathematical and physical sciences, which advance the arts, and administer to the health, the subsistence, and comforts of human life; and, generally, to form them to habits of reflection and correct action, rendering them examples of virtue to others, and of happiness within themselves.

“What makes this country great is that mobility across lines of class and race still is possible—and it’s possible only because of education.

A good college education is the great equalizer.”

—Bob Edwards
Morning Edition
National Public Radio
WHAT IS HIGHER EDUCATION’S VALUE IN THE NEW ECONOMY?

A generation ago, the SREB states strengthened higher education to compete with the rest of the nation. Today, the region must recognize higher education’s value as a springboard that can lift the American South to global prominence in an international economy.

The South is facing challenges that will determine how well we, our children, and our children’s children will live. We face new economic alignments that are changing how we work, what we buy and sell, and how we pay for essential services. Capital can move with virtually no restraints to wherever raw material or labor are available; manufacture and assembly can be done on separate continents; markets are far less constrained by national borders; and consumer preferences seem to be more homogeneous throughout the world.

Poultry processors in the Shenandoah Valley do business regularly in Asia; engineering and construction firms in Georgia bid to build schools and roads in Thailand; major German and Japanese automobile manufacturers locate plants in Alabama, Kentucky, South Carolina, and Tennessee. The list grows daily of transactions that few would have imagined a decade ago.

At the same time, we are challenged by demographic changes within our states. Since 1960, the population of SREB states has increased by 57 percent, or more than 30 million persons. This growth, which accounts for over half the population growth in the United States, is forecast to continue at least into the first decade of the next century and is especially significant as our states assume a prominent role within global production and trade networks.

The profile of our population is changing, too. Growing numbers of African Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Asian Americans are joining our schools and workforce—and their presence will continue to increase in the years ahead. This diverse population is a major asset as the South competes in a global economy—and that asset will grow as more of these citizens gain the education and training to become productive “players” in the new economy.

Our region must marshal all these diverse human resources and position ourselves to participate in a complex global economy that no one yet fully understands.

“Higher education is probably the most valuable instrument we have in our attempt to retool the economy for the demands of a new, more globally and technologically oriented society.”

—Johnnetta B. Cole
President
Spelman College
WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LET OUR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SLIP BACKWARDS INTO MEDIOCRITY OR WORSE, AFTER YEARS OF EFFORT TO STRENGTHEN THEM. WE ARE NOT AHEAD OF THE PACK; WE CANNOT COAST. AND YET, WE FEAR THAT WE ARE COASTING—AND SLIPPING BACK.

There are three constants at the heart of successful attempts to make changing populations an asset and to compete in the global economy: knowledge, skill, and the willingness to act. Our schools, colleges, and universities are the institutions to which we turn in order to acquire or create knowledge and to learn the skills that are critical to succeed in a fast-paced, technologically advanced society.

Florida Lieutenant Governor Buddy MacKay cautions against the urge to redefine higher education purely as job preparation or job creation. But, he believes, higher education can increase the South’s capacity to succeed in a knowledge-driven economy. “Our region is competing with limited resources,” he says. “We have to work smarter than the rest, and we have to invest in areas that will make us most competitive.”

The stakes are enormous. The SREB states can be huge winners in the economic realignment that is occurring throughout the world. We can become, collectively, a major participant in the emerging global economy. We have the space, the natural resources, and the human capital to engage in sustainable economic development—economic development that provides jobs and revenue while preserving the environment and a high quality of life.

We cannot afford to make mistakes. Our states are not wealthy, and our efforts at educational improvement, while heroic and pace-setting, have not yet brought us to parity with the rest of the nation or, more important, with our global competitors. We cannot afford to let our colleges and universities slip backwards into mediocrity or worse, after years of effort to strengthen them. We are not ahead of the pack; we cannot coast. And yet, we fear that we are coasting—and slipping back.
HOW DEEP IS OUR COMMITMENT
TO HIGHER EDUCATION?

As part of the work of the SREB Commission for Educational Quality, we convened numerous groups in several states to talk about higher education—consumers, taxpayers, legislators, and educators. We found a great deal of support for higher education and almost no hostility.

The people in our states are proud of their colleges and universities and believe their quality is generally high. Support for higher education as a “good thing” is widespread. But that support is also shallow. There is too little public understanding of higher education’s strengths and problems. For the most part, people worry about only one higher education issue: the prospect that rising tuition costs will make it impossible for them or their children to go to college.

There is little sympathy for the notion that higher education is in trouble. Because colleges and universities continue to enroll growing numbers of students in spite of budget problems, people seem to discount claims that colleges need more dollars. They expect higher education to “tighten its belt and become more efficient.” Most believe that the belt-tightening can be done without hurting quality.

We are concerned because we see the flow of public money to our colleges and universities diminishing at a time of unprecedented political, social, and economic change. We are concerned that higher education institutions have replaced millions of state tax dollars with the fastest growing special use tax in America—tuition—threatening one of our region’s greatest higher education accomplishments—access.

We want to be clear about higher education’s financial condition. These are facts:

❖ State and local government spending in the SREB states grew 50 percent from the mid-1980s to 1990; elementary and secondary education spending grew 55 percent; spending for social services increased 63 percent; spending for government administration rose 58 percent; and higher education spending grew by only 38 percent.

❖ The share of state and local government budgets going to colleges and universities over the past five years fell from 9.2 percent to 8.4 percent. This may appear to be a small decline, but it is a loss of $2.2 billion, enough to fund all of public higher education in six SREB states for one year.
The Shift in Public College and University Funding

As the higher education share of state budgets fell, a significant portion of the cost of funding colleges and universities shifted to students and their families. In the last decade, tuition and fees have risen from 21 to 28 percent of public college revenues. This means students and their families are paying an additional $1.1 billion in tuition and fees. The annual tuition bill for students at public colleges and universities has more than doubled in 10 years, and the bill for students at independent colleges and universities has nearly tripled.

Another statistic may be the most telling: Higher education funding in the SREB states, when adjusted for inflation, rose to its highest point in the late 1980s but has now dropped to the 1984 level. Yet enrollments have increased by 600,000 students—or almost 16 percent—since 1984.

Colleges and universities are contending with pinched budgets in a variety of ways: maintaining aging equipment for years longer; deferring building and equipment maintenance; hiring more part-time faculty and fewer full-time professors; reducing the number of books and periodicals purchased for libraries; cutting back on library hours; increasing class sizes; and reducing the available sections of required courses they offer.
These are traditional cost-cutting techniques in higher education. We may, and should, question whether colleges and universities have scrutinized spending priorities as rigorously as many businesses have been forced to do. But even higher education's toughest critics must concede that, in its current financial condition, higher education is not in the best position to serve growing numbers of students or meet state demands for economic development.

The leaders of our colleges and universities are calling attention to their plight, but few among the public are listening. Budget makers in our state legislatures may hear the concerns of higher education's leaders, but they are confronted by breakneck growth in the costs of criminal justice and indigent health care and are looking for ways to economize. Even with higher education's rising enrollments and budget problems, many legislators have yet to be convinced that higher education is in serious jeopardy. They believe, justifiably or not, that colleges and universities are wasteful and inefficient and need only to follow the example of major corporations: cut expenses and personnel and develop priorities for allocating funds.

Some of the criticisms aimed at higher education are valid. So are some educators' criticisms of short-sighted government and public spending decisions. But we waste time and do not escape the dilemma merely by trying to fix blame.

The difficult financial problems of most state governments probably will continue through the next several years—long enough to be regarded as a fact of life rather than a passing inconvenience. Even if the economy becomes robust sooner than expected, colleges and universities cannot return to their former ways of doing business. America's place in the world is changing, and American colleges and universities are called upon to do the same.

“It’s not just the future of the next generation of individual Americans that is on the line—it is the future of America itself. Our ability to provide quality higher education will be the most critical factor in determining America’s place as a world economic and political leader in the coming decade.”

—William H. Gray III
President
United Negro College Fund
HOW DOES HIGHER EDUCATION NEED TO CHANGE?

In our conversations with groups of citizens around the region, we consistently found strong support for higher education, but we also found skepticism about the priorities of colleges and universities: whether teaching receives the emphasis it should; whether research is overemphasized or under-focused; whether big-time athletics skews institutional perspectives; whether ambitious administrators, faculty, and supporters want to expand institutional missions beyond the state’s real needs; and whether the people in charge of our colleges and universities really do all they can do to hold down costs.

We believe higher education must be moved back up on our states’ priority lists. To make this happen, higher education’s leaders must face more directly the kinds of skepticism and questions that trouble the public. To earn top-priority status, higher education leaders must come forward with the changes they plan to better serve their customers. In return, state leaders need to adopt the approach of cutting-edge corporations—set clear goals and measures of accountability, then provide the resources and flexibility that college and university leaders must have to get a maximum return on investment.

Specific changes will vary from college to college and from state to state. The diversity that is a hallmark of American higher education makes it all but impossible to issue blanket change orders for the enterprise as a whole.

One blanket change is in order, however. Colleges and universities have to respond more directly to the concerns of their customers: students, industry, and government. Time and again we heard complaints about higher education’s unresponsiveness—even aloofness—toward those who seek its services.

Giving attention to the concerns of your customers is not the same thing as saying the customer is always right. College and university leaders are not being asked to give up control over their affairs; they are being urged to listen more closely, to respond more fully, to broaden their definition of “quality” to include customer needs. The public—much as it seeks and values higher education—cannot be taken for granted.

The higher education institutions we have built in the last 50 years will have to change substantially if they are to be the ones we need in the next 50. The missions of
public and independent institutions—community and technical colleges, regional and research universities—will continue to change in response to the world about them. But it is not possible or economical to be all things to all people. States have a strong interest in preventing unnecessary duplication, developing clear and sometimes changing missions for each institution, and rewarding colleges and universities that accomplish their goals.

Colleges and universities will have to learn how to use their resources more effectively, beginning with their human resources—faculty, administrators, and support staff. This is not an easy task. Higher education institutions operate collegially, by consensus, rather than hierarchically, with top-down control. Colleges and universities will have to rethink the terms and conditions under which faculties and staff now work. Public institutions may need help from state governments to make these changes possible.

Higher education leaders have already begun to rethink traditional ways of using resources. A case in point can be seen in the planning for a new university in Florida. Leaders there have agreed to invest capital outlay funds in technology that can be used to deliver instruction. These kinds of funds are usually spent on buildings—not on innovative ways to change what goes on inside those buildings.

[How Does Higher Education Need to Change?]

CHANGE THE BALANCE
BETWEEN TEACHING AND RESEARCH

To meet the needs of higher education's customers—students, industry, and government—a new balance between teaching and research has to be established. We want to reject straight-off the false choice between research and teaching; we call for balance, not for down-grading research.

Research is important. Our economic well-being, our physical health, the creation of new jobs, the quality of our environment—all these things are directly influenced by research linked to our universities. Too often, however, research has come to dominate the reward systems for higher education faculty. Promotion, retention, salary increases, and tenure all depend too little on the quality of teaching. Faculty in all kinds of institutions—community colleges, comprehensive colleges and universities, and research universities—should be rewarded for excellent teaching.
The tendency of four-year universities to seek “research university” status is one consequence of the imbalance in the reward structure between teaching and research. Efforts to develop new research universities should generally be resisted by governing boards, legislators, and governors.

Boards and state governments need to explore ways to reward faculty and institutions who demonstrate excellent instruction as well as those who do excellent research. Faculty who are productive researchers should spend relatively more time on research, while those who are excellent teachers could spend relatively more time teaching. There are many faculty who are both exceptional teachers and researchers. But at the very least, every faculty member should excel at one or the other. To make this happen the reward system must change.

State-supported research should be carefully planned and evaluated. Support for research must respect the spirit of intellectual creativity that leads researchers to pursue a hunch and come up with a breakthrough. At the same time, we have to always ask if the balance is the right one: Are we doing enough product-oriented research and enough pure research?

It is difficult to anticipate state needs and to assess the potential value of some research. But research supported by the states, either through direct appropriation to universities or indirectly through the funding formulas, needs to be evaluated as carefully as federally funded research—by teams of scholars.

We have great respect for research that is sponsored by the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, other federal agencies, and private industry. As the respective roles of state and federal governments shift and change over the coming years, support for the major research agendas of the nation must not be diminished by the federal or state governments.

[How Does Higher Education Need to Change?]

Redesign What Colleges and Universities Teach

What higher education teaches—the curriculum—needs to be redesigned. Every year the curriculum grows and expands as new courses appear and old ones subdivide. This tendency is not always bad, but too often it becomes “curriculum creep”—unguided and unfocused. Faculties are filled with bright, intellectually curious women and men
who continue throughout their careers to ask new questions, to create new courses, to try new things. It is easier to start a course than to stop one, easier to grow by adding on than by substitution. As in every walk of life, the most difficult decisions involve deciding what good things not to do.

Periodically, colleges and universities see the need to reconsider the curriculum—not only to prune it, but to examine its purposes and its relevance. It is time to do this again.

Fundamental re-evaluation of curricula is not a task for the public or state legislators, but the task of faculties themselves. To assure a place at the head of the decision-making table, faculties must accept collective responsibility for curriculum design.

There is still unnecessary duplication to be eliminated. For a generation or more, legislators and state policymakers have identified duplication among institutions as a major problem. Duplication within institutions also consumes limited resources. The "tyranny of the disciplines" has had its effect, with disciplines sometimes insisting, for instance, that their students must have statistics courses taught for them alone.

Oklahoma's public colleges and universities, working with the state Board of Regents, eliminated 1400 courses and 86 programs in order to better focus limited resources on academic priorities. Seven new programs and nearly 500 new courses were added "to better meet the changing needs of Oklahoma students, business and industry."

The governing board of Virginia's James Madison University has directed that all academic degree programs and courses be rejustified, and that all courses have clear objectives that can be assessed. The administration's goal is to eliminate at least 15 percent of the current course offerings and establish a 120-credit-hour degree program in all disciplines. In Florida, the Board of Regents has established a range of 120 to 128 hours for a bachelor's degree as part of the state's higher education accountability plan.

Different steps will be needed in different institutions, but we applaud the intent behind these efforts and urge state systems and individual colleges and universities to consider similar activities, in concert with faculty leaders.

Reforms need to recognize the role of accreditation in shaping the curricula. The specialized accrediting bodies—those that accredit particular disciplines or degree programs—often require that substantial numbers of courses be taught. In some cases, these

“There are pressing needs to link institutions of higher education together more efficiently, to equip the classroom for life-long learners, to have teachers drive more effectively down computerized highways of data, and, crucially, to prepare students for a volatile, technological, global economy."

—Catharine R. Stimpson
Director of the Fellows Program
MacArthur Foundation
requirements make it difficult to eliminate redundancy, and they create barriers when colleges and universities move to establish norms for the credit hours required for a bachelor’s degree.

Attempts in recent years to assess general education have stimulated reforms in some institutions. Yet general education remains ripe for closer scrutiny in most colleges and universities. General education should be organized according to a consensus about what all students should know about themselves and their world. However, we know that a general education cannot be a collection of required courses spread among departments to ensure that each department gets its share of students to teach.

Rethinking the curriculum is never easy. Changes alter patterns of student enrollment. Major changes alter them substantially. The interests of faculty and departments have to be weighed with the needs of students and society. There are only so many faculty members, so many dollars, and so much time available.

If the faculty, the money, and the time are used wisely, colleges and universities can succeed in streamlining the curriculum and focusing on the needs of customers. And the need to use resources wisely grows daily. Even when states decide to make a stronger financial commitment to higher education, growing demands from other public programs will limit available state revenues. Colleges and universities will have to demonstrate to budgetmakers that they are prepared to make tough decisions.

From its earliest days, higher education in America has prepared people for work. Harvard was founded to train ministers and civil servants; as were the College of William and Mary, Yale, and others. Thomas Jefferson’s plan for the University of Virginia emphasized the practical arts and sciences.

For many Americans, general education and the study of the liberal arts and sciences are ways of learning skills that are useful throughout life. Thus, both English and physics majors are presumed to have learned sophisticated ways of thinking—inductive, deductive, analogic, and so on—that can be applied in work and citizenship.

But, in fact, we cannot simply assume that college students, merely by taking a certain number of courses, have acquired the thinking skills they will need throughout their lives. The faculties of colleges and universities need to determine what, in their best judgment, students need to know and be able to do upon graduation. And then we need to determine whether these skills and this knowledge have been acquired.
While a 17th-century physician would find the practice of modern medicine thoroughly befuddling, a teacher from the same century probably would be fairly comfortable with many practices of modern teaching. Every one of the learned professions is undergoing profound change as we adapt to the new realities of global competition, developing technologies, and economic scarcity. The faculty and their institutions may be the last to be shaken from their established practices.

The new information-based economy is characterized by flexibility: specialty products that are made-to-order; inventory control systems that deliver parts just in time for assembly into finished products; workforce teams who can perform a set of procedures, with each individual capable of many tasks; and collective rewards based on team productivity.

We need to consider similar changes in colleges and universities to improve both productivity and quality. The increasing diversity of students alone argues persuasively for rethinking the lock-step systems through which students have to move in pursuit of skills and knowledge.

The teaching model that still dominates higher education supposes that students bring the same knowledge and skills to a course and learn at the same pace and in the same way. Instead of being defined by the results that are expected—what will be learned—the course is defined as three one-hour classes per week for 13 weeks followed by an examination, term paper, or both. Forty or more of these courses, accumulated according to certain rules, equals a bachelor's degree.

Some institutions have moved away from this model. They are beginning to offer credit by examination in selected subject areas, recognizing that there are different ways to become proficient and to demonstrate mastery. As often happens, these strategies actually reflect the practice of an earlier time: that of “sitting for examinations” when the student felt prepared to receive a degree. Other colleges and universities have experimented at the edges with this approach, but more need to make it a significant part of the way they do business.

also conducted electronically, bolstered by regular visits from the professor and his assistant.

“Electronic mail holds the class together. Contact between professor and students is no longer limited to class and office hours. This particular professor logged some 80 hours of computer time in correspondence with students. The students, conferring with the professor or their classmates, logged over 400 hours.

“The professor becomes the navigator who directs each student through the course material and points out the special resources needed. (The library holdings are now available from any office or workstation.) The exchanges are much more intense and serious than they are in a conventional class, and often the most reticent student becomes the most valuable over e-mail.

“To provide the necessary guidance, the professor must have a full command of his subject and be a ‘full’ professor in the complete sense of the term. One can quickly see how such a format lends itself to larger classes, guided by larger teams of instructors.”
Higher education can be made available to the citizens of our states in a number of ways. We see examples of this throughout the SREB region: statewide delivery by television of an MBA in South Carolina and graduate engineering degrees in Virginia; and self-paced computer instruction in Maryland. “Our digital technologies offer the opportunity to address each learner in a style and at a location with which he or she is most comfortable,” asserts Robert Heterick, president of EDUCOM: “The problem is not to substitute one model for another, but to find many ways for learning to take place without compromising quality.”

Delivering higher education in different ways helps colleges and universities meet the needs of an increasingly complex and technologically sophisticated society. But there is an equally pressing economic reason: In order for colleges and universities to maintain or improve the quality of the services they offer, they must become less labor-intensive.

The economics are simple. Colleges and universities spend about 80 percent of their money on faculty and staff. There are not enough dollars elsewhere in college budgets that can be shifted to pay faculty and staff. New dollars continue in short supply. The costs of living rise. The best way to find dollars for faculty and staff salaries is to extend the effective teaching capacity of faculty. This does not simply mean more lectures or larger classes. Higher education budget problems have already produced these responses in state after state. The best way to extend teaching capacity is to reconsider our present assumptions about teaching and learning.

[ **HOW DOES HIGHER EDUCATION NEED TO CHANGE?** ]

**RESPOND MORE DIRECTLY TO JOB MARKET CHALLENGES**

The overwhelming concern of students, their families, and employers is jobs: getting them or getting qualified people to fill them. We fear that erosion of public support for funding colleges and universities will continue and even accelerate unless higher education steps up to the challenges of job creation and job readiness.

Research programs of colleges and universities are the breeding grounds of future jobs. Research is the best job-creator. Harvard professor David Birch, who studies the conditions under which entrepreneurial businesses are created and flourish, finds that many begin close to major research universities that stimulate and support them. Birch identifies entrepreneurial hot spots in the nation, several of which are close to research universities in the SREB states.
The United States has developed an economic system in which higher education is
the gate to the most rewarding and respected forms of work. It could have been other-
wise—we could have developed a system grounded in apprenticeship. But we didn’t, for
reasons that are understandable given the democratic evolution of our nation.

Workers today need learning skills that will help them to adapt as the knowledge
requirements of the workplace change. College graduates, especially, will need advanced
knowledge and skills to work effectively in a technologically advanced society. Higher
education must focus more sharply on its mission to prepare students for these jobs.

But appropriate education is only part of the jobs problem. Our economy is not
creating enough of the right kinds of jobs. The relatively low unemployment rates in
most of the SREB states hide pockets of disadvantage. For instance, as many as 50 per-
cent of young African American males in our large cities are unemployed. Reductions in
defense industries and efficiency moves throughout industry threaten thousands of
skilled and educated professionals. Substantial numbers of jobless workers will not be
called back to their old jobs—jobs that now exist somewhere else in the world or do not
exist at all.

The community colleges have a particularly prominent role in training and re-
training workers for jobs in new industries. The growing success of apprenticeship
programs means that two-year colleges will be even more important partners with busi-
nesses and schools in technical job training. Surging enrollments in community colleges
show that citizens across the country share the belief of market analysts that jobs are
most readily available for those who have the mid-level skills to make highly automated
factories, offices, hospitals and other institutions operate effectively.

People want higher education to focus more attention on jobs. Whether its mis-
ion is primarily teaching or includes cutting-edge research, each college and university
needs to come to grips with its role in job readiness or job creation. We make this judg-
ment fully aware of higher education’s responsibility to preserve and convey the fullest
possible record of human thought and behavior, and its role in helping to shape charac-
ter and beliefs.

Higher education has always prepared men and women for careers. Colleges and
universities are not being asked to take on a new task. They are being asked (as polls
about higher education and our own group discussions reflect) to redouble their efforts
to help students prepare for and change careers.
Questions Re: Job Market Challenges

In what ways are colleges preparing students for a changing workplace?

Where are successful examples of higher education’s important role in creating jobs?

What partnerships exist between businesses and colleges that link education to real-world learning?

How can colleges and universities respond more directly to the new job market challenges? There are many approaches—some old, some new, some yet to be invented. SREB might work with selected colleges and universities to develop and test curricula designed to give students new ways to acquire skills and knowledge. For example, institutions might redesign programs so that general education and training in technical skills are combined in a student’s course of study. The Tech Prep programs under development by community colleges and high schools are another promising approach.

Approaches might be adapted from those who advocate “hands-on/minds-on experiences” or other ways of integrating work experience into university programs. The traditional sciences and humanities can be arranged around experiences where students practice what they are learning. This is akin to some cooperative education programs already in place, where partnerships between businesses and colleges and universities permit students to alternate work and study, thereby learning while doing and paying for higher education at the same time. Linking college education to real-world learning received enthusiastic support during our conversations with groups of citizens.

The approach a state or institution takes is not what is most important—there are many from which to choose. What is important is that colleges and universities respond more directly to the job market challenge and redouble their efforts to help students prepare for and change their careers.
HOW CAN WE BETTER CONNECT
SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND THE WORKPLACE?

Every college and university should connect directly with those institutions on
which it depends or which it serves. Any assessment of the effectiveness of higher edu-
cation institutions should consider the scope and quality of these working connec-
tions. The reason is simple and important.

From Headstart to Ph.D., education is all one piece. The world of teaching and
learning has a common objective—to develop human potential to the greatest extent
possible. Educational systems should enable students to move from experience to experi-
ence, from novice to practitioner, with the least possible number of obstacles. Colleges
and universities are the institutions to which many women and men come to prepare for
work and leadership and to which they are likely to return again and again during their
lives. Faculty prepare the teachers and administrators; study the institutions of society,
including the schools; and, to a large extent, set the standards for all of education.

Unfortunately, between higher education and the public schools we more often
find a chasm than a bridge. The rationale for strong connections between schools and
colleges could not be more obvious. In most states, 90 percent of the high school gradu-
ates who attend college enroll in their home state. The quality of the entering college
class in any state is directly related to the quality of that state’s high school programs.
Similarly, the overwhelming majority of teachers and administrators in a state’s schools
are graduates of its colleges. The quality of schools and colleges is unquestionably
interlocked.

Why then, in too many states, are there too few working connections among
schools and colleges? Why, in many states, have higher education’s leaders been notably
absent from efforts at public school reform? Why are the higher education programs to
prepare teachers and administrators still seen as a weak link in school improvement?

Where there has been involvement, it has often been by faculty from schools of
education. The faculties of arts and sciences and the other professional schools have
tended to remain distant. This lack of involvement is difficult to understand in light of
SREB and state data indicating that as many as one-third of the students who enter col-
lege need some remedial work.

Older students who return to learn new skills, new immigrants who come to pre-
pare for a new life, anyone who passes through our institutions to improve themselves
may need some help with personal and professional transitions. But the remedial problems of young people fresh out of high school are a different issue altogether.

Given the slow pace of public school change, colleges and universities can expect to continue offering remedial courses for some time to come. But doing so consumes tens of millions of dollars that might otherwise be used to teach college courses. How can higher education not be deeply involved in public school reform?

Setting educational standards may be the most important opportunity in this decade for colleges and schools to connect in every state. This effort to determine what students should know and be able to do is unprecedented at both the national and state levels. National standards in the major subjects studied in schools are being developed to link with the national education goals.

Colleges and universities can help give real meaning to standards, especially to those for twelfth-grade students, by more clearly defining important skills and knowledge that entering college freshmen should have. With the ongoing national and state emphasis on establishing standards in mathematics, English, science, history, civics, geography, and the arts, there has never been a better opportunity to strengthen the ties between what is taught and expected in our schools and what is taught and expected in our colleges and universities.

High educational standards have value and consequences. For example, having standards with "teeth" can mean that students who do not meet them may not be admitted to four-year institutions. When Florida and North Carolina set higher standards for college entrance, high school students began to take more challenging courses. Despite considerable concern in North Carolina that African American students would be cut off from the university campuses, high school students of all races made the extra academic effort and met the standards when they went into effect.

Connections among colleges themselves are also increasingly important. Today's students are mobile. They move from two-year to four-year colleges; almost as often, they move from one two-year to another, or from one four-year to another, or, at times, from four-year to two-year. For students to make these moves successfully, the connections between institutions have to work. Higher education has done much in the last two decades to improve the transfer process. But with more students in college, and with significant changes in the employment and mobility of today's citizens, this system must be as seamless as possible.
The seamless fabric of education extends beyond schools, colleges and universities. It includes the use of technology to deliver instruction at hours and places convenient for the consumer. It also includes apprenticeships in the skilled trades, rehabilitative services, corrections education, adult basic literacy and entry-level skills training, and other programs that are important to complex and diverse societies.

For the most part, these programs and services slip right through the holes that unfortunately exist in the education fabric—less-noticed, under-funded, and generally not as well-regarded as “mainstream” schools and colleges. Yet they provide access to the job market for as much as one-fourth of the workforce in many of our states, and the populations they serve are among the most in need. Helping these persons become economically self-sufficient makes particularly good sense at a time when government is hard-pressed to meet all of its obligations.

This, too, is a responsibility of higher education—not just of higher education, of course, and not because higher education knows how to solve all the problems of our society. But colleges and universities are enormously influential institutions and possess intellectual resources brought together in a way found nowhere else in America. They can help patch the holes in the educational fabric.
CAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BE FLEXIBLE AND ACCOUNTABLE?

College and university leaders should be given wide latitude to do their jobs, and their performance and that of their institutions should be assessed using standards agreed upon in advance. Such standards should be appropriate to their missions and might include graduation and job placement rates as well as examinations of students at various points in their studies. But the standards will differ for every kind of institution—community college, comprehensive college or university, or research university—and, to some extent, according to each institution’s unique character.

Determining how success will be measured may turn out to be less grueling than unraveling the bureaucracy that ensnares higher education and state government. The tedious documentation procedures of government agencies can bring reformers to their knees in despair, and the kinds of change we are suggesting cannot be copied in triplicate and submitted months in advance for review.

Every college and university has its own internal procedural snarls through which change is forced to go. Institutions cannot be innovative unless they are willing to let loose of the old ways of doing business. College leaders need to offer flexibility to faculty and staff just as they expect it from state governments—and require the same kind of accountability.

James R. Mingle, executive director of the State Higher Education Executive Officers, wrote in a recent Voices of America essay that “the accountability devices used today—including rules, mandates, reporting requirements and funding systems—seldom promote quality, at least not a definition of quality that focuses on adding value and meeting customer expectation.”

The complex institutions of modern society cannot operate effectively if every transaction has to be approved before it is undertaken. The focus has to be on substantive results, not on more efficient pre-audits and post-audits. States have sophisticated information management systems that can stop the paper chases between campuses and the capital. States can assure flexibility and protect the public interest by rewarding success, learning from failure, and holding institutions accountable.
DOES YOUR STATE’S FUNDING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION MAKE SENSE?

States need to set clear policies concerning the shared responsibility of government, on the one hand, and students and their families, on the other, to pay the costs of college education. During the recent recession, many states shifted funding from higher education. To compensate, public colleges and universities have raised tuition and fees. Consumers have had little choice but to pay higher tuition or seek out less expensive institutions because, while graduating from college no longer guarantees a good job, not going to college almost guarantees a low-paying one.

If state leaders stop or reverse the decline in higher education’s priority in the state budget, many will still be asking colleges and universities to stretch the resources they have. High school graduates are slated to increase in most states in the region, especially in Florida, Georgia, Maryland, South Carolina, and Virginia—but elsewhere as well.

Colleges and universities can accommodate these increases and maintain or improve quality only if they change the ways they do business. If they simply wedge more students into crowded lecture halls, increase the number of courses taught by graduate students, or abandon essays in favor of multiple-choice examinations, the quality of teaching and learning will diminish rapidly.

Everyone wants the quality of higher education to stay high. Many things may have to change to achieve that end. We encourage state leaders and educators to be stubborn in pursuit of excellence and highly creative about how to achieve it.

State leaders can do much more to use the leverage they have in dealing with higher education. They need to be able to reward behavior that leads to change and, by withholding rewards, to discourage behavior that doesn’t. Thus far, we see too little evidence of states using their leverage effectively to improve both access and quality.

One form of leverage is money. Each state should consider creating a pool of new dollars from which to provide incentives for desired changes. We are not prepared to say how much incentive money there should be in each state, but it seems reasonable to consider 5 or 10 percent of the educational appropriation for each system of higher education.

Such funds already exist. Tennessee has a higher education incentive fund and so does Virginia, although its “Fund for Excellence” is too small to be an effective tool for
change. Ohio and New Jersey had funds that were dismantled when budgets turned sour—a valuable cautionary note because such incentives can be most useful precisely in these difficult times.

The form chosen by each state will vary, but some portion of the higher education budget should be set aside to reward institutions that take the risks associated with real change and, by doing so, achieve greater productivity and quality.

To move toward funding productivity and quality, states should determine that after years of discussion, they will take a significant step away from their heavy reliance on enrollment-driven funding. Enrollments need to be a factor, but other factors, tied more closely to the goals and missions of institutions, need to play a larger role. Institutions with different missions should receive budgetary support that directly reflects the results they can show or the importance attached to a particular program or service.

There are numerous ways to exert budget leverage and we urge governors and legislators to use them all. We know that governors and legislators do consider issues of higher education costs, tuition levels, incentive funds, and productivity. But these matters too often take a backseat when the pressure builds to approve the state budget.

We know how state budgeting works, and for this reason we urge states to set goals for funding higher education. Goals will vary, but they should all address the fact that a shrinking portion of most state budgets has been going for higher education. Each state should review its trends for funding higher education and consciously determine the appropriate level of higher education funding.

We believe that higher education’s priority in state budgets should rise in most states during the remainder of this decade. We are certain that the level of higher education funding needs to be a conscious decision of state leaders and not an afterthought based on what is left in the state’s budget.

Whatever the level of funding for colleges and universities, states will need to place even greater emphasis on sharing resources within higher education. While some unnecessary duplication has been eliminated, there is still too much within and among institutions, and among state systems. What can we do cooperatively? How can states share computer networks, distance learning, and other resources, both within their own borders and among other states in the region?
SREB has an admirable history of resource-sharing, beginning with contracts for professional programs and the Academic Common Market. An SREB fellowship program to increase the numbers of minority students earning Ph.D.'s is now underway, demonstrating clearly that several states together can do what no one state could do alone.

The challenge to SREB and state leaders is to find more ways to share costs and resources and make higher education leaner, more efficient, and still responsive to the needs of their citizens.
If you believe as we do that—

- Higher education is a major asset but its value in an uncertain world is not sufficiently understood;
- The declining priority of higher education in state budgets poses real problems for our future;
- Higher education must change in important, fundamental ways;
- There needs to be a new and better balance in higher education, especially between teaching and research;
- Colleges and universities need to rethink what they teach and the ways in which they deliver instruction;
- Constantly rising and high tuition is a serious threat to access and imperils both the individual student and all of us;
- Better connections must exist among our schools, colleges, and businesses;
- There are important ways for higher education institutions to share within each state and across state lines.

—and if you believe that SREB states can be huge winners in the global economic realignment if we act wisely, then we urge you to help bring the principal parties together in your state to consider what your state can do.
You can begin by bringing together leadership from public and independent colleges and universities, business and industry, the schools, state government, and the public to consider the level of support for higher education in your state and the changes that higher education must make.

Each state should choose its own best forum. In some, this might be a group of higher education leaders, business and industry leaders, and representatives of key school and citizen groups, brought together by the executive branch to frame specific suggestions. In other states, this might be a special task group or working conference developed by the state's higher education board. In still other states, it could be a study group created by the legislature to develop suggestions for legislative action.

Whatever way you choose, we urge you to help colleges and universities get the support—and make the changes—they need.